1. The book *The Return of the Native* is considered among the better of Hardy's many novels.

2. There are several steps necessary to repair a broken window:
   - First, remove the putty.
   - Second, remove the points or nails.
   - Third, replace the broken one with a new one.

---

1. We would have froze during the storm but we seen a shelter that protected us from the high winds coming off the rocky mountains.

2. Kim was watching the movie *The Winds of War* at least I think she said that when the television set burned out.

---

1. Terry rung the bell at the gatehouse when noone answered. He left in disgust.

2. I and my sister caught the bus at twenty second and Hamilton streets unfortunately, we got off of the bus too blocks to soon.
1. because in order to repair your battered car which is all banged in ill have to do a lot of repainting

2. I could of swam to that large island but its to rainy to try that

---

1. me and my friend weared blue jeans we wasn't allowed in the whitney restaurant

2. the young man drived that there yellow convertible wearing a blue cap
1. because your late finishing the job you'll have to give we boys the video games to take to jans house

2. my sister she don't always have time to visit us on our Birthdays but she does send presents

1. we won't be going to the south this fall however well be going to colorado

2. i and my brother have chose to do the following start shopping for gifts mail our cards early and plan to parties

1. there truck would not start irregardless of what they did they finally called your mechanic i think

2. wasn't that a good football game we seen with betty and margaret your friends
1. The long poem *Childe Harold's Pilgrimage* was wrote by Lord Byron. Kim stated and is considered one of the poet's best.

2. When will you learn me to drive? Karen asked. Must I wait another six months?

1. She has wrote a novel entitled 'Mysterious Manor' and sold a painting named 'Remembrances'.

2. 'It's Always Fare Weather' was sang by Beverly at the festival held at the Pilgrim Building.
1. because we may of drank the apple juice but we didn't touch the lemonade

2. jim don't want nothing returned but time and sports illustrated the 2 magazines that he give to them students

1. susan exclaimed heatedly the better of them three children didn't even place in that there contest

2. the pipe bursted during the morning during the afternoon dad founded a plumber to repair them

1. the woman who was the one wearing the green hat should of brung her mother and father with she

2. the american indian have knowed for a long time what it means to be persecuted don't you think
1. the spirit of St. Louis was the plane whom Lindbergh flies across the Atlantic

2. Dissecting earthworms is the name of a article in this Biology magazine do you want to read them

| 1. 22 students should of did the following read the report outlined it and they should of wrote a paper |
| 2. mom stated you could of raise the window for more air or you could of open the door for more air |
1. aren't there a lot of quoted passages in your paragraph, Richard?

2. The students had sold many pizzas. The trip doesn't cost them too much.

1. Irregardless of the similarities you've noted, the New York Post is different than the New York Daily News.

2. Nancy washed the car, folded the newspapers, and then she delivers it.

1. Hurrying across the street, the brownish red car almost hit Larry.

2. He has a bite on his line; Janice exclaimed as she runs to help her brother.
1. The Boston Common, a public area in downtown Boston, is the main setting for the short story The Patriot.

2. Because my mom and dad believe want to move when our kids are grown.

---

1. The television show The Price is Right is on too early. I'm still at school when it begins.

2. David Reckless drove the car into the lot, flung the door open hurriedly, and then he rushes into the building.
1. the woman who was elected to be the club chairperson has gave many hours of service to the Town of Cedarburg.

2. times three is a poetry book that contains the funny selection Lancelot, a poem about young love.

1. National Geographic is an incredibly informative magazine that doesn’t contain a lot of advertisements.

2. The man was in a hurry to get home, the man in a hurry drove the car recklessly and he has an accident.

1. She would have rode with the girls but she wanted to ride in the Corvette.

2. There are twenty-one students in our class who have been studying about the Hindu religion, Buddhism, being studied by Ms. Normans’ class.
1. on memorial day the team ate at coopers restaurant and they also saw the movie death of a salesman

2. pat and nancy want to go to the musical the king and i and im sure theyll like it

1. ive took the long poem tintern abbey to read tonight i should of began it sooner dont you think

2. because kurt has throwed successful passes many times he was chose to represent the school in the magazine called football
1. The book *Call of the Wild* is frequently studied in English classes. Mr. Loren stated today.

2. Dad won't leave me and Sandy will take John's bike on Westwood Highway this Tuesday.

---

1. Usually you write good but today you have too many short paragraphs in your paper.

2. To be a recognized runner you'll have to run farther than Lori has ran, said Coach Smith.

---

1. I was so tired I wanted to lay down. My mother suggested that I eat later.

2. The woman was requested to do these things first: sample the product, second write a report, and third she was asked to mail the report to the company.
1. The article statistics made easy appears in the book fun with figures. It also appears in the text I believe in the mathematical studies.

2. He was so angry he flinged the letter in the trash and swore he'd never speak to his friend again.

---

1. The self-confident boy turned to the soldier and asked, "Will you be returning to the Italian base before 6:30 PM on Thursday?"

2. He lives at 2290 Larkin Street, Mankato, Minnesota, which is located off of highway 47.
1. The Venus de Milo is a statue in the Louvre in Paris, France. It was discovered on the island of Melos in 1820 and was sent to France.

2. My brother has spoken many times about that book, *The Good Earth*.

---

1. We haven't a copy of the song *Jamaica Farewell*, but I think you might find it at Jacobson's department store.

2. Be careful not to fall off the ladder and watch for falling shingles.

---

1. That dog has bitten several Mail Carriers. His owners would do good to keep him chained. Don't you think?

2. The boat, Roman III, by the way, sank years ago wasn't it located over there?
1. We went to Sue's house which is located on Forty Sixth Avenue for the October party.

2. The portrait Mona Lisa, the portrait that was painted around 1503, is considered the better painting of the many that da Vinci completed.

---

1. If you'll help me memorize the poem 'Crystal Moments,' I'll help you analyze the short story 'The Open Window.'

2. He hasn't ever showed much self-reliance or grown much from his experiences.
1. She could have ran faster but she had tore one of her shoes consequently the race was lost by her.

2. To be able to complete their jobs both Ruth and Bernice the two who are sophomores this year will have a months extension.

---

1. I should have spoken sooner about my trip to Boston by the way where is Larry right now?

2. The Challengers the group that is a drum and bugle corps appeared in the July 24 1989 parade at Locksport.

---

1. The Larsens and Mandels boats were damaged on Lake Superior when the two boats collided.

2. Because we have went there many times on our way to visit my aunt and uncles Farm which is located in southern Indiana.
1. were sure there is 5 groups attending the conference such attendance will break all records

2. the three students all of them foreigners decided to present an assembly on friday but the auditorium was not available

1. connie received a low test score she was really shook

2. there is five students who are all freshmen who will receive awards for his musical abilities
crane motor co
1874 moore dr
carlin co 89822

dear sir or madam:

1. irregardless of the dreary day mother said we choosed to drive through yellowstone national park

2. when i rose the lid of the trunk that i found inside of the room i seen a copy of the daily news from sunday december 7 1941

1. the french had came to london england to discuss how the concorde a supersonic plane is different than other planes

2. dr larson is it true that you have wrote the article the dangers of aspirin and a book entitled you and your health
1. My grandparents was in the south at Easter time and brought back some gifts—a bushel of oranges, a box of pecans, and a small palm tree.

2. There is a friend of mine who have won a trip to see the Golden Gate Bridge on the twenty-third of August.

---

1. Lucy, a friend of mine, purchased a ring while in England with a topaz stone.

2. Most of the time, Kim noted the food in this here cafeteria is alright.
1. during the sleet storm the doors of our ford had froze shut as a result we eat at home and not at the german kitchen

2. under the tree in the backyard i and my sister caught a french poodle we had saw running down barkley rd earlier

1. because the girls brung a copy of newsweek to school with a article about the american economy

2. at 130 dad drove me and my friends to island park where we played baseball and then we played soccer and then we played touch football

1. the truck didn't pick up none of the old clothes i had outgrown and donated to goodwill industries

2. our english teacher may of saw shakespeare's king lear an awfully powerfully play at the goodman theater in chicago
1. the poem jabberwocky is fun to read it is one of the 9 poems ms gerber has gave we students to read

2. deciding to reply to the ad in the herald express a letter was wrote by larry last night

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. their interest in helping we students—if we support terry for office</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2. id better read the short story the monkeys paw i need more As on daily Quizzes
1. prof johnson he called at 235 AM lee said and tells me about the fire at the wayside motel on temper boulevard.

2. no ms larkin dont have those books that this here class needs

| 1. ann and me choosed these here activities at camp to hike swimming horseback riding and to canoe |
| 2. the english ocean liner titanic sunk in the atlantic ocean on april 14 1912 on its maiden voyage from southampton to new york |

| 1. us girls have been practicing harvest time the better song in this here book for the 31st octoberfest |
| 2. last summer grandma growed two many tomatoes grandma gived some to mother to can |
1. We haven't taken no books to Elmwood Elementary School for two years or so give or take a few months.

2. After the concert, Prof. Diaz introduced me and Howard to John Newman, who's a poet. He told us about his long poem, "The Modern Person.”

1. First he asked to who I was writing. Second he wanted to know who had rode a Bicycle across the lawn.

2. Watch out for the fresh paint on the window, Dad shouted or you'll get paint on your coat.
1. has mother spoke to she and kevin concerning an article in the magazine outdoor life about camping in the catskill mountains

2. noone in my family has never went to the art museum in chicago and saw picassos painting the blue guitarist

1. sgt spriker is it alright to assume that most of the twenty seventh division personnel is from oklahoma

2. after you have drew a map showing the route from colridge ave to highway 52 you may continue reading the book rascal

1. the clerks at that there store is the more helpful in town for example one left me examine all the ties inside of the Showcase

2. had he knew before the collegiate all state swim meet that conrad has swam every day since february 2 1988
the fenwick glee club has gave it's approval to order twenty-one cases of fruit juice. twelve dozen donuts and they also ordered five cartons of chips.

they want to lay on the floor and watch the world of sports. this program will be on television at 9:00 PM in the evening.

mr cooper said that when he taught at chapel hill the students theirselves choosed topics for there research papers.

my friend she hasnt never put them rare plants outdoors cuz it cant stand sudden changes in temperature.
1. We don't want to leave no one go into that area because there's danger of fire. Capt. Larkin stated.

2. The US Army are marching farther I believe than was expected.

1. World is a new magazine. I think that the National Geographic Society publishes for young people.

2. Skipping on the playground, the ball hit the young boy but the young boy was not seriously hurt.

1. Claire should of took the too. Magazines the book and the atlas to the library if she has had the time.

2. Longfellow's My Lost Youth is a romantic poem wrote in the 19th century.
1. The American population has been pro-British for a long time, but in the 18th century this was not true.

2. The movie Gone with the Wind is an all-time favorite of many fans. Prof. Larmers added...

1. The skier couldn't see nothing. He hit a fellow skier; the one who was right ahead of him.

2. On the first throw, the player swung the bat and missed. But the ball was hit by him on the second pitch.
1. she was close to sitting an official olympic record when she nearly tripped and her timing was lost

2. the short story the landlady is a frightening tale it concerns a middle aged woman who has an unusual hobby

---

1. yes tom has sang in the franklin high school chorus for 4 years. i think

2. please note helen that you used too many es in the headline miss dumore said and the type needs to be larger

---

1. the playful puppy a dalmatian was everyone's favorite at the parkside animal shelter on hawthorne drive

2. the twilight limited was a popular train that ran among chicago and new york in the fifties, according to the chicago tribune
1. My brother has wrote several articles for the challenger which is published in the southwestern part of the state.

2. To finish on time we had to do the following: clean our lockers, check in our books, and pick up our report cards.
1. I and my sister have ate at the Barker cafeteria the place is located on the west side many times.

2. We will make an effort to do these things regardless of the cost increase membership improve the clubs programs and listening to the members.

1. Their car which was parked in someone's garage was broke into it was vandalized.

2. There are several persons who wants to purchase springtime the better of the four paintings.

1. After finishing the French assignment Cindy begun to do her assignment in Math later, she done her social studies work.

2. Is your uncle reading the novel Lost Horizons or is he watching all my children on television.
1. our class of 22 students are going to have a hours practice on the computers tomorrow i think

2. im enrolled in courses in english chemistry and japanese history this semester stacy stated

1. since its raining to hard he dont want to go to lake park this afternoon

2. he hasnt choose no book for his report she stated so why doesnt us help him
1. Manuel has wrote an article entitled basic programming which will appear in the March issue of Hobby magazine.

2. Betty doesn't have any interest in learning Mary and I to use that there machine yet she's willing to learn the two of us how to play that there game.

---

1. The Marshall High School choir want to learn the Battle Hymn of the Republic for the tri-city choral festival.

2. Your to use one fourth cup of plant food according to the book raising rare orchards.

---

1. Mike asked has Joe lent you the article golfing successful or have Karen and you read it already.

2. Tim was to have gave we girls the editorials to write for the school newspaper however some other students wrote it.
1. I was to have took the biggest of the two cartons but I forgot and left them laying on the table.

2. Has the phone rang that loud before or did you turn up the volume to here it in the next room.

1. I like the coat that Sarah bought at Coopers department store with the reversible liner.

2. Will we be reading Beowulf the epic poem in our English Class this year.
1. tomorrow she said we will be visiting grandmothers house going shopping and try to clean the House

2. yes roberta has knowed which is the best of the two ski slopes but she has never saw neither of them

1. he drunk the medicine first and then rest was needed by him for a hour

2. neither of the 2 students wish to be the one whom delivers the speech

1. max has chose a purse for mothers gift im buying her a expensive vase made in portugal

2. isn't norma and jose angry with paulines and helens removal of the projector
1. we should of visited the factory in june but there never was no time to plan careful for such a trip

2. yesterday she wants to go with dad and mom to see a chorus line the famous musical but she had to baby set with marie.

1. between the four of we students only one have wrote a paper that is different than the other 3

2. have you read cranes short story mystery of heroism for todays class craig asked
1. It's alright to use them news articles if Roland doesn't need it.

2. The 4-page pamphlet entitled 'Opening New Doors' deals with learning new job skills, I believe.

---

1. Raoul doesn't have a lot of books to return back to the library, because most of them were returned back on Tuesday.

2. She has gone by that house many times of course, however, she can't remember its number.

---

1. Since Bruce should have taken the train, we were surprised not to find him at the station.

2. Look out the door, Ann noted flying north. I can see Canadian geese.
1. to who did you give that brown threadbare shirt Wanda asked or has someone took it

2. the young girl who was ten years old wanted to read the article space ships which was recently printed in world magazine
1. my sister-in-laws camaro was stole someone must of broke a window to get in the car

2. ann is the one who drawed the picture it will be featured in art today a magazine

1. ted can you drive to 315 wood rd at 830 AM tomorrow or will you be in School

2. my father he could of went fishing with them men but since he doesnt fish good he decided to stay home

1. to make some pudding for dinner mr simmons added one half cup of milk to the dry ingredients

2. amy missed the turnoff for crawfordsville driving on interstate 29
1. yesterday Mrs. Burke buys a copy of Verdi's opera Aida at Discount Records

2. Please lend Bob and she the write tools otherwise their could be disastrous consequences

1. The five-act play A Midsummer Night's Dream is one of Shakespeare's most popular comedies; it appeared many years ago on the television series Hallmark Hall of Fame

2. A pro-American group has taken office space in the Baker Building
1. Yes Donna you may lend this here book if you return it back to I or my brother.

2. Eric has took lessons Monica said and wants to learn his friends how to ski.

1. May me and Fran leave Duke our huge dog set here while were inside of this Mexican restaurant.

2. On our visit to Kennedy High School we talked to the principal observed some classes ate lunch and then leaved.

1. I'm glad that you caught the later plane at La Guardia airport so that you didn't have to raise to early.

2. If Carl had set in this here chair he might of been chose to read his essay about the play Twelve Angry Men.
1. Sandra has sang that age old song Greensleeves two times at the Kane County Fair.

2. Between the three boys they has enough money to see the movie Moonstruck and to buy a copy of the magazine Science 88.

1. Prof. Armstrong that wrote the article Crisis in the Mideast will visit Israel next Winter.

2. She entered the best of her two designs in the Design a Car contest and won a Schwinn bicycle.
1. the Senators address begun with this interesting quote from shakespeare true nobility is exempt from fear

2. weve recently wrote a class poem it is entitled bridges it is going to be published in the english journal

3840 lincoln ave
tiverton ri 02878
december 16 1988

teenage book club
10547 alameda blvd
albuquerque nm 87114

dear sir or madam

1. me and my sister went to janes house for lunch ive never ate their before

2. when she lent me this sugar i had no idea that she didnt have none left for herself
1. in last years musical which mrs duncan directed bert sung as good as the others

2. whom will be waiting for we girls outside of the hyatt regency hotel asked claire

1. yes bev we swum in the pacific ocean when we was on the west coast

2. the theme music of the lone ranger an early television series was took from the opera william tell
1. I should have read the short story "Dark Shadows Who Appeared in Mystery Magazine".

2. Their families aren't affected by what Ms. Osgood, the new mayor, has done.

---

1. Greg has given a lot of his time to the American Cancer Society; it is very appreciative of his help.

2. Next Christmas, we'll travel to the Southwest and visit Santa Fe, New Mexico; my Uncle lives there.

---

1. If the captain of our team had run faster, the race wouldn't have been won by the other team.

2. The article "Chaucer's Humor" contains an excerpt from "The Canterbury Tales" said Mike.
1. while ray and fred were in the seattle public library he found the book unexplained mysteries

2. twenty six students have spoke to we council members about opening scott park for skating

1. everyones entitled to an opinion said kay but they should have facts to support their opinion

2. walking down the street the statue of liberty could be seen in the distance
1. My brother he has weared that there sweater until it has began to fall apart

2. One of these books are different than the others replied Mabel

1. Your to be married at St Marys church the new church on the South side of Kenmore avenue I understand

2. Have you read Tracys poem entitled winter fantasy or did you miss it in the magazine Seventeen.

1. Tim stated I must of read the novel Street shark but I have forgot the story

2. The clutch on my aunts Honda has broke and she probably wont leave anyone drive her corvette
1. returning to the car one door was dented i noticed now dad will be angry

2. maria we should of sang louder during the show people beyond the twenty first row couldn't hear us

1. the airplane has developed engine problems we won't be able to fly to france today

2. yes our art teacher has taught us about michelangelo's statue called moses which is in florence italy
1. we were tired after the twenty second lap we set on the floor to rest

2. yesterday the following things gone wrong the alarm clock didnt ring the Bus were late and my locker wouldnt open

1. he was tired from the hard work he had did he laid down until the phone rung it was his mother calling

2. the review of the opera madame butterfly appeared in the chicago tribune yesterday i didnt read it

1. nancy can borrow you the novel a girl like me she finishes it last week

2. stop arguing exclaimed bill we havent chose the captain for the panthers yet
1. Jerry heard that you teaching Hilda how to play tennis otherwise he would have took the time to help her.

2. Even though Easter parade was wrote years ago it is still being sang.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.</strong> The short story the cop and the anthem is sat in New York the author O Henry creates a surprise ending for his readers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.</strong> You shouldn't have shook that can of Mountain Dew Hector soda is going to shoot out when you open it.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. were to do the following chores clean the basement water the garden and we should then wash the car

2. last week our geography Class learns that the strait of gibraltar is between europe and africa

1. karl schulz my pen pal sent me some german carvings he bought in munich

2. this milk haven't been drank ill sit it in the refrigerator

1. racing down the hall a locker catched the boys coat and ripped the sleeve

2. please refer back to the index mr weston stated and you'll find references to the novel tex and the movie high noon
1. I and my brother have never had no reason to visit the east
   however we'd like to go there sometime.

2. We could've rode with her but she's not the best of the two
drivers.

1. Lake Michigan is the only one of the great lakes entirely
   within the continental United States; the rest border Canada.

2. Members of the Hindu religion worship a deity called
   Krishna in addition to worshiping Vishnu.
1. The article earthquakes and their effects states that parts of the world’s coastline has sunk considerably.

2. My Uncle, he has lived at 802 palm court, Granger, Texas since June 5, 1987, I think.

1. Since Dave hasn’t drew the design for the scenery yet, it’ll be alright to wait 10 days before we meet.

2. A lot of natives could’ve fled the ravages of Mt. Etna’s eruption.

1. We’ve swam that channel before but Dad doesn’t like us too do it.

2. Sara today I’ll learn you the metric system. Mom said since you find math so interesting.
1. because many people enjoy its lyrical music the ballet swan lake is very popular

2. the japanese store at 517 layton avenue seattle washington will close on february 28

1. one of my favorite early evening programs are wheel of fortune but some people doesnt like it as good as me

2. opening the door mother went in the room turned on the lights and then the broken vase was discovered by her
1. We haven't never had a chance to see Picasso's Guernica at the Prado in Madrid.

2. Original copies of Blake's book Songs of Innocence is extremely rare; they commands high prices at auctions.

1. Please get off of the stage, Ms. Smith stated or you're going to disturb the rehearsal.

2. Feeling the cold air, the shower made Tom shiver.

1. I couldn't find the poem "The Camel" but the story "The Scarlet Ibis" was found in an anthology by Pete.

2. We've known for some time Dr. Matthews stated that Africa may have been connected to South America.
1. the English sent a copy of the magna charta to America for the bicentennial, but my parents didn't get a chance to see them.

2. We decided that whomever could go should pick up the Membership forms, distribute them, and collect the completed forms.

1. Good heavens exclaimed Dad, it's six o'clock, and I haven't begun dinner yet.

2. No George, we didn't fish in the Atlantic Ocean when we were in the east.
1. there were 27 students who worked on the star our school newspaper last year

2. joan can you begin the experiment at 730 AM tomorrow mr cooper asked or is that to early for you

1. them 3 boys did very good in there play which was set in the west

2. bills health foods a store on washington ave sells banana chips annie

1. dont that man own breakers the new restaurant on the shore of lake pepin

2. help shouted the man that fell in lake erie
1. We were caught in a very bad storm we didn’t see the better game of the world series.

2. Vera please bring me Newsweek I want to show Davie’s team the article called the economic slump.

1. We grew tomatoes and carrots successful this year next year green beans will be added by us.

2. The men has the following responsibilities setting the tables cooking the steaks and to clean up after the Picnic
1. Mr. Nelson will give Fred and I tickets to the game on Tuesday January 25 irregardless of the weather.

2. Someone's copy of When the Legends Die, a novel, was found in the room but my copy of Our Town is still missing.

1. That girl sang in the musical Annie which was at the Newtown Theater.

2. The Million Dollar Highway which is located in Colorado gained its name from the minerals discovered during its construction.

1. If you borrow me some money I'll do your weeding, pick up the groceries and preparing the dinner.

2. Hasn't Gloria taken the boxes to Rustic Park for the picnic.
1. this here poem jabberwocky is fun to read but it doesn't appeal to some people

2. both charlie and norm has saw stone mountain many times but neither have drove to the top

1. of the 1500 species of Spiders in the united states only 2 are considered dangerous said ms walters

2. although my favorite song one that is on the radio frequent is difficult to play on the piano i can play it on my guitar
1. Ted stated I'll be moving to 5892 Euclid Ave Columbus, Ohio next month if mom gets the new job.

2. I didn't like the movie Earthquake said Kevin but I did enjoy airport.

ladies and gentlemen
please send me your latest catalog
sincerely
joe tulvey

1. Standing on a ladder a window was broken when I slipped.

2. While traveling in the south Mrs. Pinkney watched the Mardi Gras parade in New Orleans I heard.
1. please lend me one half cup of sugar so that dad can make a cake for me and my brother

2. Mr. Burns, the man who was the founder of the Northside Business Leaders Club, will speak at our next meeting.

---

1. Perfect Strangers is an amusing television program that Mom likes a lot.

2. The four men worked hard to finish the job by the end of the week. A large bonus was given to them by their boss.